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1. hTR00UcTl0~ 
Let Q be a bounded domain in R”, n 3 2, with smooth boundary, and let 
7 be a strictly positive function in L”(Q). We consider the elliptic operator 
L,=V.yV, i’2r>o. (1.1) 
The associated Dirichlet-to-Neumann map A;.: H’!*(c’S)) -+ H ‘l*(dQ) is 
defined by 
where UE H’(Q) is the unique solution to 
L,u=O in Q 
ul;, =.L 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
and v is the outward normal on X2. By A we denote the map which 
associates to each strictly positive function y E L”(Q) the Dirichlet- 
to-Neumann map A;.. Thus A maps L&= {YE L=(Q), 7 >O} into 
B( H “‘(%2), H “2(XJ)), the Banach space of all bounded linear maps 
from H “*(dQ) to H- ‘~2(iX2). 
A practically and theoretically very important inverse problem, posed by 
Calderon in [C], asks whether n is injective. In other words, is y uniquely 
determined by A.,? 
This problem has received much attention in the recent years. Con- 
siderable work has been done in the case in which the space dimension is 
greater than two. It has been shown that y can be uniquely determined by 
A,. if y is piecewise analytic [K-V] (this is also true in the case n = 2), or 
if YE Waft [S-U, 11; N-S-U; N]. In the latter case the smoothness 
assumption on 7 can even be relaxed (see [I]). It has also been shown that 
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the inverse map A i: /i, + 7 has a modulus of continuity of logarithmic 
tyPe CAT 
The above inverse problem, however, is much harder in dimension two. 
The main reason, as was pointed out in [S-U, III], is that the problem is 
formally determined in this case. It has ben shown that A is injective in a 
C’ neighbourhood of y. = constant [S-U, I]. It has also been shown that 
the global uniqueness holds at y. = constant (i.e., A?,, = A7 implies y. = :i in 
Q) [S-U, III; S, I]. In our preceding work [S, II] the first result was 
improved. Namely, we proved that A is injective in a C3 neighborhood of 
y. if y. satisfies either A &/,,/&, = constant or y. = eRc I, with Y a regular 
conformal map on 0. 
In this paper we shall improve the second result mentioned above. 
Assuming 52 is simply connected, we shall show that global uniqueness 
holds at ‘Jo if y. satisfies either A log y. = 0 or dy{ = 0 for some fi # 0. More 
importantly, we shall establish the continuous dependence of y - y0 on 
A, - A).“. 
Before stating our theorem, we define 
11~711 * = ll~,ll B(H’.z(PR).H-‘*(,;a)) + IIB;.II B(H’.z(c’R),H’:2(df~)), 
where B,: H”*(dQ) + H’:*(dQ) is given by (see [S-U, IV]) 
B,=A;,-yA, 
and A, is the Dirichlet-to-Neumann map for A on ~2. 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
THEOREM. Let 52 be a bounded, simply connected domain in R* with 
smooth boundary, and let yo, y, E C4(Q) with 
yi>a>o, ll~ill cqa, G E, i=o, 1. 
Suppose either A log y. = 0 or Ay{ = 0 for some /? # 0. Then 
(1.6) 
NY, -YoII~~~~~,~C,~~(IIA~, - A,ll,X (1.8) 
where 
and the constants C,, 6 depend only on Sz, a, #I, and E. 
This work is partially motivated by Alessandrini’s work on continuous 
dependence for the inverse conductivity problem in dimension greater than 
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two [A]. There are two common ingredients in the proof of our theorem 
and the proof in [A]. The first one is that both proofs make use of the 
geometrical optics solution of L,u = 0 
u(z, k) = -l ekz( 1 + o(z, k)), 
J 
kEa= ) z=x, +ix,. (1.9) 
The construction of this type of solutions goes back to the work of 
Sylvester and Uhlmann [S-U, I; S-U, II]. The second one is that both 
analyses lead to an inequality of the type 
II’/0 - Y I II L%(P) G c, a>o, I>O, (1.10) 
and the results follow by the minimum of the right hand side being taken. 
However, our approach in proving (1.10) from (1.9) is different from the 
approach in [A]. In fact the approach in [A] breaks down in our case. 
Let 
u,(z.k)=-j==/(l+o,(z,k)), j=O, 1 
be the geometrical optics solutions to L,u = 0, j = 0, 1. It was shown in 
[S-U, I] that the trace of oj on ~32 is determined by A,. In the first step 
of our proof, we use this fact to derive an estimate for 110~ - CIIJ~~~~~,, 
expressed in terms of II A,, - A,, II*. The specificity of the two-dimensional 
case allows us to give an asymptotic expansion for oj, 
,,-Qj(z) I hj(z*k) 
J k k2 ’ 
j=O, 1, 
where a,(z) carries the exact information we need and can be computed 
explicitly. Thus, in the second step, we use the estimate obtained in the first 
step to derive an estimate for [Ia, - u,I)~z~,?~,, expressed in terms of 
(l/i,, - ,4.,,II * and a “small” term. This estimate enable us to show that, for 
any harmonic function cp, 
G c, lI’pIlc~~(o, e”‘IIA,,-A,,ll* +h 
> 
. (1.11) 
Finally, this inequality, together with the assumptions on yO, leads to the 
inequality (1.10). 
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We shall assume in our proof that Q is the unit disc D = { IzI < 1 }. The 
proof for general Q follows by using the Riemann mapping theorem and 
the arguments in [S, II]. Throughout this paper, we use C to denote the 
general constants. We denote by C, the constants depending only on E 
and /I. The constants depending on other contents will be denoted by 
c, 1 cz, c,, .,. . 
The paper is organized into live sections. In Section 2 we prove the 
theorem, assuming that (1.11) holds. In Section 3 we review and develop 
the theory of geometrical optics solutions and in Section 4 we prove (1.11). 
Finally, in Section 5 we prove the existence of solutions for the 
inhomogeneous &type equations needed in Section 3. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The proof of the theorem needs the following two propositions 
PROPOSITION 2.1. LA yO, y, E C4(D). Then for any harmonic function 
cp~C’(d) and I> L, we have 
(2.1) 
where o is u constant satisfying 0 < IS < 1, and L = L( E, a). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 (Theorem 0.2, [S-UJV]). Lef yo, y, E C’(D). Then 
IV,,-~,,II*GG llYo-7,llc~(d,~ (2.2) 
where C,=C,(lly,(l,~~~~, !=O, l), j= 1, 2. 
We shall prove Proposition 2.1 in Section 4. The rest of this section is 
devoted to the proof of the theorem. 
Let yO, 7, E C4(D), ‘Jo, 7 2 a > 0. We set 
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Then 
A,& A& --- 
JK &I 
=N&h) A,/%, -- 
&h ,/% 
=Alogh+~Vlogh~2+VlogyOVlogh. 
This implies, for any harmonic function cp E C’(D), that 
= 
I 
(cpAlogh+cp IVloghlz+cpVlogy,Vlogh)dz A d.5 (2.4) 
D 
Using integration by parts we have 
Since 
and 
(2.6) 
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by inserting (2.6) and (2.7) into (2.5) and using Proposition 2.2, we get 
II 
CPA loghdz A dz GC, Ilvllcq~, IA-,,-~,,ll.. (2.8) 
D 
By the same argument, 
IJ 
cpVlog;),Vloghdz A d? 
D 
< 
IJ 
log h V(cp V log yo) dz A dif + f3 1% 7’0 ds 
D I II d D 
cphzh~ 
< 
IJ 
loghV(cpVlogiro)dz * dF +C, Ilcpllc.~(~) lb,-~ollrwm 
D 
< 
II 
loghV(cpVlogy,)dz A dF +C, Il~llc~~a, ll~7,-~,,ll.. (2.9) 
D 
Thus, by combining (2.5), (2.8), and (2.9), we get 
I 
cp [Vloghl’dz A d.? 
D 
+ j cp V log y. V log h dz A d.? 
D 
+ IJ log h V(cp V log uo) dz A dZ ; D 
by Proposition 2.1, 
6 C, II(PII~~~D~ 
( 
6’ 114, -4.&i +$ 
J) 
+ I{ log h V(cp V log yo) dz A dZ . D 
Next, we estimate SD )V log hi2 dz A dZ from below. We need the following 
Sobolev-type inequality: 
(2.11) 
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Setting Y = log h in (2.11) we get 
Using the same procedure as in (2.6k(2.8), we get 
Illog hllHqmj + < c, IHA,., - ~,,ll*. (2.13) 
L2(iD) 
Also, it is easy to check that 
I/i), - YOII :--(0, G c, IIlW hllty,, 
by interpolating 
d c, Ill% hll H’(D)* 
Thus, (2.12k(2.14) yield 
lb, -‘i&(D) <C,(lIVlOgh&,,+ IlA,.,-&,/I,). 
Assuming further that cp > 0, we have, by (2.10) and Lemma 2.2, 
(2.14) 
II-i1 - hl&(D, d CJyEi; cp(x)K ’ lbll &, e’ lln71 - ~Jl”* + f 
JJ 
+ j log h V(cp V log yO) dz A dZ . (2.15) 
D 
Now, if y0 satisfies the condition given by the theorem, we choose 
cpZ1 if A log y0 = 0 
and 
cp=yt if dy{=O. 
We see in either case that V(cp V log yO) = 0. Thus the second term in the 
right hand side of (2.15) vanishes. Therefore 
It remains to be shown that 
~3l~,,--~,,II,)2 inf I, I. 
. (2.17) 
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Let A=Iln,,-n,,ll:.Choose6>Osuch that ifO<A<6, then 
and 
1 
- > e2. 
A 
Thus, by choosing 
1=; log-&loglogf 
( > 
in the right hand side of (2.17), we have 
l 
- l/2 
114, -&II 
by Lemma 2.2, 
forO<~~A,,-A,J~~c& 
In the case IIn.,, -A,&: > 6 (i.e., A > 6), 
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3. GFOMETRICAL OPTICS SOLUTIONS 
In this section we review the geometrical optics solutions to L.,u = 0 in 
R2 (or C). We denote the coordinates of the points in R2 by 2 =x, + ix, 
and use the following notations for derivatives: 
We assume for the moment that 7 is delined on the whole space R2 and 
y(z) = const. for JzI 2 R0 > 0. As before we assume y(z) 2 a > 0, Vz E R2. To 
construct the geometrical optics solution, we need that YE W2*x(R2). The 
function space W p.“(Q) is defined as follows: 
WP*Oc(Q)= If: llsllwP.w=~~Xp llWllLW< + a). (3.1) . 
In this paper, the geometrical optics solution with frequency k E R’\{O} 
is defined to be the unique solution of the form 
u(z, k)= j-/(1 +w(z, k)), (3.2) 
with o E Li(lR’) and 
ll~Lk)ll,~l,~,+ -1<6<0, 
where Cl = C,( llyll W2.u(Rq, a, R,,, 6). The function space Li, for general IR, 
is defined as follows: 
L;(Q) = if: Il./II L;(n) = ll(1 + Izl”2)“f(z)llr.2,n,< +a). (3.4) 
The existence and uniqueness of such a solution for large frequency were 
established by Sylvester and Uhimann (see [S-U, I; N-S-U]). Substituting 
(3.2) into L;. u = 0 gives 
i7(2+k)o-q,o=q,, (3.5) 
where 
41= 
A& -EL”(w) 
d5 
(3.6) 
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has compact support. Thus, the existence and uniqueness of u are reduced 
to those for w, which are given by the following important lemma: 
LEMMA 3.1 [S-U, I]. Let gc L”(Iw’), with compact supportc 
{ Izl <R,}, andfe Li+ ,(R’). Th ere exists a constant Cz such that if (kl > C2 
then there exists a unique function t‘ E Li(rW’), - 1 < 6 < 0, satisfying 
and 
@+k)u-gu=f (3.7) 
c3 
Ilull L;(R*) G x Iif II L:+,(R2). (3.8) 
Moreover, u E H,‘,( R2) and 
IIVVII L:(R2) G ‘4 Ilf 11 I;+,(R’P (3.9) 
where C, = C,( (I gll Lm(R2j, R,, S)j = 2, 3,4. 
In this paper we shall make extensive use of the above lemma. It is easily 
seen that by differentiating the equation (2.7) and repeating using (3.8) and 
(3.9), we can estimate the high derivatives of u when more smoothness of 
g and f are assumed. For our purpose we assume in addition that 
gc W2*“(lR2) and f E Hi+ ,(lR*). The function space H:(Q) is defined 
similarly to L:(Q): 
H~(Q)={f:f~lf;“,(Q) and DWELT, VIll<m). (3.10) 
It is easy to verify that, for - 1 < 6 < 0. 
Ilull c, = cs(llgll ,+“.“(R2), R,, 6)~ (3.11) 
c5 
ibII”;(R2)Q~ Ilf h,;+,(R2)* c6=c6(iigii w2.‘(R2)r &a (3.12) 
II”IIH;(R2)~ ‘7 Ilf IIt,;+,( c7 = CA II gll w2=(rI). R,, 6). (3.13) 
As a consequence of (3.12) and (3.13), we have proved that the unique 
solution u of (3.2) belongs to II:, when y E W4*m(R2) and the function 
o satisfies the estimates 
~~“~~ H:(n2) G ‘9, (3.15) 
where C, = Ci( llyll W+a,R), Ro, 6, a), j= 8, 9. 
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We now turn to the asymptotic behavior of o(z, k) as $1 + + co. 
Setting 
a(z) b(z, k) w(z,k)=~+~ (3.16) 
and substituting into (2.5), we get 
?a=qq, 
B(iT+k)b-q,b=k(qa-48q). 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
By Lemma A in [N-W] there exists a unique a E Hi([W’) satisfying (3.17) 
and 
II4 f&WZ)~ Cl0 ll4rllLqW2)~ (3.19) 
and by Lemma 3.1 solution b exists and satisfies 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
where Cl0 = C,,(6), Cj= Cj( ~~q~~Lm~R2,, R 5), j= 11, 12. Using (3.6) we 
then obtain 
II4 f&@) G CD llyll &rn(F42), (3.22) 
VII 4Iwq < CM, (3.23) 
(3.24) 
where Cl3 = C,,(6), Cj= Cj( llYl/ W3,m(R2), Ro, 6, a), j= 14, 15. 
In general the decomposition (3.16) and the estimates (3.23), (3.24) 
rely strongly on the assumption y E W3*m(R2). However, we can relax 
this assumption in a special case. Let y E C ‘(R2), y ID E C3(b), and 
YI W2,D~ C3(R2\D), where D= {lzl <l}. We see that in this case 
y E W2,m(IW2) and on the boundary of D, the second derivatives of y may 
carry some jump discontinuities, which lead to qv c W’(R2). It turns out 
that (3.16), (3.23), and (3.24) are still valid in a slightly different manner. 
To see these we need to express the distribution 8qy explicitly. Let us 
introduce some notations. We use notation S, to denote the distribution, 
supported in aD, 
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where f~ L’(tYD). If F is a function defined in R2, which is continuous on 
d and R2\D, we use the notation [Fj to denote its jump discontinuities 
on aD: 
[F](a)= lim F(z)- lim F(z), aEaD. (3.26) 
z-it7 z-0 
ZE R2\D rsD 
Now, a short computation shows that 
h,=p, +p2, 
where 
PI=6 ((1/2Hq;l) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
and 
dq, ZED or W2\D 
P2 = 0 ZEdD. 
(3.29) 
To derive estimates similar to (3.23) and (3.24), we make use of the 
following important lemma, which will be proven in Section 4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f~H’(a D) and kEc\{O}. There exists a unique 
function w in Li( W’), - 1 < 6 < 0, satisfying 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
and 
IIWI L;(,+) < c,, llfll $j;:dD) llfll $(r;D), 
where Ci= C,(S), i= 16, 17. 
We now turn to the asymptotic behavior of o(z, k). Write 
b=b,+b,. 
(3.32) 
According to (3.18), we need 
8(a + k)b, = -4kp, = 6, ~ki[~,~), 
i?(a + k)b, - q7b2 = qyb, + k(q,a - 4~~). 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to (3.33) we get 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
lib, II ,;,az) 6 2C,, lly[q] II zIz:PD) llt[qlli i&D, G ‘18. (3.35) 
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Similarly, 
Ilh, II f&2) 6 Cl9 M (3.36) 
where Ci= Ci(llAlc+D), II~/II~I~RJ\LI,~ 6, a), i = 18, 19. Applying Lemma 3.1 
to (3.34) and using (3.22) and (2.35) we have 
c2 
llhzll Lj(R2, c (k( (Ihrll LqR’J Ilh II L.~bw 
+ I4 (119-,11L”(R~) ll~ll&$) + IIPZII &?q)) d c207 (3.37) 
and similarly, 
11b211 ,,;(@) < c21 Ikl, (3.38) 
where Ci=Ci(IIYIIC3ta,v ll~llC~(,+\D)~ 6, a), i=20, 21. 
All the above estimates are crucial in the proof of our theorem. In order 
to apply these estimates we need the following extension lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let yo, y, E C4(D), D = (1~1 < 1 } and yo, yI >, a > 0. There 
exist y$ E C4(R2) and yr E C’(R2) such thut 
(1) $)D=yj,j=o, 1. 
(2) yf>r/2undy,+=constant when lzl>4,j=O, 1. 
(3) Ibo*II C4(R2) < c22 lbd C’(6). 
t4) Y:1R2\D E C3(R2\D) and IIvFII c3(Rqo) 1 < c23. 
where Cj=C~(IIY,llC4~a,, l=O, 1, a),j=22, 23, 24, undO<a< 1. 
Proof By Lemma 6.37 in [G-T] we can extend y. to y$ so that y$ 
satisfies (1 ), (3), and (2), with a/2 replaced by 2a/3. Let 
Q=Y~ -YO 
and let 
Q(e”) + $f (e’“)(p - 1 ), P” 
Q(peie) = (3.39) 
Q(p@?, p< 1, 
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where (p, 0) is the standard polar coordinates. Let $(s) E C,“(R) so that 
I/(S) = 1 when s < 2 and I&) = 0 when s > 3. Then we set 
Q*(pe’“) = 4X@) WI. (3.40) 
By adjusting the function $(s) if necessary, we may assume 
d(z) + Q*(z) $3 vz E w. (3.41) 
One verities easily that Q* E C ‘(Rf), Q* ) R2,D E C3(R2\D), and 
IIQ’II C’(Rz\D) G c2s IlQllcqm (3.42) 
llQ*ll $(,@\D) G c26 IIQII c2(m) (3.43) 
Using Sobolev inequalities and interpolation inequalities, we have 
IIQII cqao) G C27 IIQII t,e,(ao)r 2+f<fl,<3 
G C2s IIQlI&m) IIQII &“,I,), 0<6,<1 
Similarly, 
G C2s IIQII &t,‘) llQllb,‘g(m). 
aQ 
II /I aY 
1 6, aQ ” 
C2(aD) 
G C29 IIQII c:(D) z Lm(dD). 
II II 
Therefore, by (2.43 ), 
IIQ’II @(RI\,,) < cm(ilY~ 11 ;$) + lhll &;)) ( IIQII t!=(m) + llx~JD~- 
(3.44) 
Now we define 
y:=y$+Q*. 
and one verifies easily that (1 ), (2), and (4) are satisfied. 
Finally, by (3.44) we have 
11+#P(R2,D) 
< f (11Jr0’11 L=‘(R’\D) IlA Jv: - A Jro*ll L”(R2\D) 
+ IIA fill L=(,@\D) llJr;c- X,i?ll L”(R’\D)) 
< cs1 IIQ*ll C2(R2\D) 
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4. PROOF OF PREPOSITION 2.1 
Let D=(lzj<l) and iet Y~,Y~EC~(D), satisfying yo,yl>a>O. By 
Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 2.2 we may assume that y. and y, are defined 
on the whole space R2, satisfying the following conditions: 
Yj 2 a > O, j=O, 1 (4.1) 
~~(2) = constant when \z\ >4,j=O, 1 (4.2) 
y1 E W2-‘(R2) n C3(R2\D) (4.3) 
lb1 11 C’(,@\D) G ‘, (4.4) 
lbOllC4[R2)~ c, bOllC4(a) (4.5) 
Ik&-qy,l/L=‘(,$\& c, I&,--+,iI”,Y O<cr<l. (4.6) 
Let 
Uj(Z~k)=~e*z(l+CDj(Z~k))~ j=O, 1 (4.7) 
be the geometrical optics solution to &u=O, constructed in the previous 
section. Here k E d=, Ikl > L = L( llrj (I c4tD), j= 0, 1, a). Moreover, there exist 
functions ai and bj(z, k) so that 
u.(z) b.(z k) 
Wj(Z, k)=Y+k 
k2 ’ 
j=O, 1 (4.8) 
and (by (3.22)-(3.24)) 
IIaj II Hi(&) G C* 3 j==O, 1, (4.9) 
II bj II &Rz) G Ct+c 2 j=O, 1, (4.10) 
IIbjIIH:(R2) G C* Ikl, j==O, 1. (4.11) 
The proof of Proposition 2.1 can be divided into the following three 
steps: 
Step 1. 
Il~o-~,il~~(a~)~~*~‘ik’ Il&-~J;> 
for some 0: 0 < D < 1. 
Step 2. 
WI > L (4.12) 
Ilao - 0, II LQD) G c, ( e” IIn,, - n,,II”, +--$ , JJ 
I>L. (4.13) 
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Step 3. Given any harmonic function cp E C’(D), 
&,-$JOz * d2 
I> L. (4.14) 
We divide the rest of this section into two parts. In 4.1, we complete 
Step 2 and Step 3, and in 4.2 we prove (4.12). 
4.1. By (4.12) and (4.8) we have 
~Iao-a,((L2~dD,~ C,e’Ik’ II/i,- A,,II; + ~~bo~~Lz’dD~l~,~Ib~~‘Lz~dD~. (4.15) 
Using trace inequalities and interpolation inequalities, we have 
IlbjIIL2(dD) 6 c Ilhjll/f’i2(1zI S2)G c IlbjllL!~s:R2) Ilh,ll~~(&) (4.16) 
and using (4.10) and (4.11) 
dC*Jlkl. 
(4.13) thus follows by substitution of (4.16) into (4.15) and replacement of 
IN by 1. 
Let cp be any harmonic function in C’(d). We denote by (p* its 
harmonic conjugate, satisfying q*(O) = 0. It is easy to see that 
Thus, by (3.17), we have 
(q.,o-q.,,)cp dz A df < 
I If 
(q.,,,-q.,,M+i~*)dz * dz 
D 
= 
II 
a(uo-a,)(cp+icp*)dz A d2 
D 
1 
=- 
2 IJ 
z(~,-~,)(cp+icp*)~ 
C?D 
1 
G- ll~O--a,llLqSD, IIdlcmr 
2 
from which (4.14) follows. 
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4.2. Let u,, j=O, 1, be the solutions given by (4.7), and let I, be the 
trace of uj on IT We set 
where u* solves 
u*(z) ZED 
u2 = 
uo(z) ZE R’\D, 
i 
L./p* =o in D 
u*I?D=l”. 
One sees that Vu2 might carry some discontinuities on aD. In fact 
Let 
ZED 
ZE(W’\D, 
and define o2 by 
u2=& ekz( 1 + 02). 
We see that o2 satisfies 
z E FP\aD, 
where 
ZED 
qT2 = qn 
4PO ZE Iw’\D, 
and 
+ 1,e -kr [ 
1 dgo 1 87, --_-- 
2Jy,av 2JPv 1 
- kzedk’lo(& 6). - 
Again, VW, carries discontinuities if Vu, does. Let 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
wj=w2-0,. (4.24) 
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Then w3 satisfies 
aa + kb3 - qy, 03 = by2 - qy, I(02 + 1 ), z~Du(R~\b), (4.25) 
and obviously 
[2]=[2]. (4.26) 
Since o3 is continuous, one verifies easily that, as a distribution, w3 solves 
aca+k)o,-q,,o3=6,+(q,,-q,,)(02+ 11, (4.27) 
where S,is defined by (3.25) andf= [&~,/c?v]. Also, by (4.17), (4.18), and 
(4.24) we have 
~3ldD=(~o-~I)ldD* (4.28) 
Thus, proving (4.12) is reduced to estimating IJo~[I~I~~~), and by trace 
inequalities it is enough to estimate Ilo31j “jtR2). To this end, we decompose 
w3 into two parts: 
w3 =o.$+w~, 04,w,ELp2), (4.29) 
;T@+k)o4=6,, (4.30) 
w  + kk% - qy,ws = qv,m4 + by1 - qr,)(02 + 1). (4.31) 
We need to estimate Ilw411H~(R ) 2 and II%11 J,;(,@). We begin by reducing the 
estimate of llosll “iCR2) to the estimates of 110~11 &@) and IIu*I~~L~~~). By 
(3.11), 
b&,~(R2)~ c,(llq,,w411 L:+,(R')+ ky2-qy,)h + 1)11L;+,(R2)) (4'32) 
and by (4.2), supp(q,) c { lz( <4}, j=O, 1,2, so we have 
Itqy,~4ll~~+,(R')~ c IIY,II We=; Ib411L;(R')G c, ~~IIL;(R+ (4.33) 
and by (4.19) and (4.6) 
~~(~~2-~~,)(02+1)~~L~+,(RZ)~C~~~~~-~Y,~~L"(Rz)(~~W2~~L~(R2)+ ') 
= c ky,--&,~tL=(R2\D) (11°211L;(R2)+ *) 
< c, IlAy, - n,,ll * (lkd 4(,$) + ' 1. (4.34) 
By the definition of w2 (see (4.17), (4.18), and (4.20)), and by (3.8), 
Ib2iiL;(R2)< C(Ilfiu*e-k'IIL2(D)+ bOllL;(R2)+ ') 
< C*(ec’k’ llu*llLqD) + 1). (4.35) 
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Thus, on substituting (4.33), (4.34) and (4.35) into (4.32), we get 
IIw~II~;(~~) < C,CllwJl &2) + (eclk’ IIu*II~~(~) + 1) I&,- 411 *I. (4.36) 
To estimate 04, we use Lemma 3.2: 
IIw411 f,;,,@) < c llfll zli;,?D) llfll ~~(,D,~ (4.37) 
Interpolating gives 
Ilf II &)) < 11 f Il $2(Eo) II f II 32,,,, G Ilf II &XI) Ilf II %?W 
Thus 
Substituting (4.38) into (4.36), we get 
lbSll404 c,( iif‘ :4-':2(dD) lifll?&,, 
+ II/i,-~,,I* (@ Ilu*IlL2(D)+ 1)). (4.39) 
Next, we come to estimate I~u*I~~L~~~). We present an estimate for Iltl*IIH3(Dj 
since we will need it later. Recall that U* solves 
Au* = -vlog y, Vu* 
U*Iao=fo. 
The standard elliptic estimates give (see [C-P]) 
IIu*ll H)(D) < C(IIVlog 7) vu*II,l(,)+ llMH~+~:~(m)) 
< ally, IIS Ib*IlH’(D) + llAh2-~!qm)) 
6; lly1 II(-‘(~) + $ llf4*ll@(() + c IIMlff2+qD)~ 
SO 
Also, 
IIu*ll H’(D)< c*u + llMIH2+~:2(D)). 
llA3ll H2+‘qm) = 
II 
- ekz( 1 + wO) 
k3 1 ) “2+ w(;D) 
G C*ec’k’(llwollH~(R2)+ i ); 
(4.40) 
(4.41) 
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by (3.15) 
Thus, (4.40) and (4.41) yield 
IIu*ll H’(D) G c*. (4.42) 
We also need to estimate llfllH-lS2c,~D,. Recall that 
am, /=[-I av 
and by (4.23), 
+ eclkl 
+ eclk’ IIt& - JL)~oll,-~.2,2,). 
To estimate the right hand side of (4.43), we need to make use of the 
following inequality: 
ll/%ll H-qm) < IIBII LY8D) llgll H-‘+?D)* (444) 
We also need Proposition 2.2 and its consequence 
~I~yo(~O)t~~-'~~(dD) < lln,oll * IVOII Hqm) G C*@. (4.45) 
One easily sees that these inequalities are enough forms to conclude from 
(4.43) that 
llfllH-lf2(JD) < C*eE’k’ llnyo- ‘ylll*? 
and this is what we want. 
(4.46) 
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It remains to estimate II~II~I(~~). We have 
QC,e”‘k’(Ilu*(l,,(,,+ 1). 
and by (4.42) 
\\fl\ Hl(,3D, < C*eclk’. (4.47) 
Now, substituting (4.42), (4.46) and (4.47) into (4.39), we finally get 
Ilo,llH~(R2)<C*ec’k’ lln,“-n,,ll:/4. (4.48) 
(4.12) thus follows by combining (4.48) with (4.28) and (4.29). 
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.2 
In this section we establish uniqueness and existence for the solution to 
a(8 + k)o = s, (5.1) 
in the space ti(R’). We shall construct the solution by solving a series of 
2 equations, among which the most important is 
l%=S,. (5.2) 
The idea behind our construction goes back to the work of Sylvester and 
Uhlmann in [S-U, I], where they constructed the solution to the equation 
(5.1) with 6, replaced by a function in L.i+ ,(W’). In their case it is enough 
to consider 
au = h, hEL;+,(R2), -1<6<0. (5.3) 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution to (5.3) are well known; they 
are given by the following lemma: 
LEMMA 5.1. Let h E Li+ ,(R’). There exists a unique solution VE Li(R’) 
solving 
c?v=h. 
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Moreover, 
llvll H;(R*) d ’ llhll L;-,(R’). (5.4) 
Here and following, C = C(6). 
In our case we need to know the solutions for both (5.2) and (5.3). We 
have the following lemma concerning the equation (5.2): 
LEMMA 5.2. Let f IS H’(ZD). There exists a unique solution OE Li(R’) 
satisfying 
i??v = 6,. 
Moreover, 
llvl\ 4(,+) G c llfll L2(d,,)Y (5.5) 
11vv11L2(D) + llvvII L;,,(R2\,D) G c llfll $$D) llfll$(SD,. (5.6) 
We divide the rest of this section into two parts. In 5.1 we use Lemmas 
5.1 and 5.2 to construct the solution w  and in 5.2 we prove Lemma 5.2. 
5.2. Let F be a function that is Co on both B and R’\D. As before we 
use [F] to denote its decontinuities on dD, namely, 
[F](r) = lim F(z) - lim F(z), VT E 8D. 
Z’T z-7 
IE &\D ZED 
Suppose F is C’ on D and [w’\D. Then we can compute ?F and dF in the 
distribution sense. We have 
aF=S ((2:2)rF]) + Fl 7 (5.7) 
dF=6 ((S)[Fl) + F29 (5.8) 
where F, and F2 are defined as follows: 
F,(z)= o 
1 
zF(z) ZEDU((W’\@ 
ZEZD, 
zcDu(rW2\6) 
ZE~D. 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
These formulae, (5.7 )-( 5. lo), will be frequently used in our construction. 
Now let us consider Eq. (5.1). Uniqueness follows directly from Lemma 
3.1. For existence, we construct 
w(z) = i (A(z) + e 2i1m(kz)B(~)), (5.11) 
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where A and B will be determined later. Since 
i?(e- ZiIm(kz)) = _ ke - Zslmfkt), 
we have 
aw + k. = l (a~ - ke - 2iWk;)B + e*lIm(krJ 2~) 
+ A + e 2ilmCkr)B 
=i (aA + e -2i’m(kz) aB) + A. (5.12) 
Thus, o solves (5.1) if 
8A = S,, (5.13) 
a~ = _ e2ilm(k-) 2~. (5.14) 
The existence of solution A is given by Lemma 5.2. Moreover, 
IIA II 4(,+ c 11f11L2(2n)V (5.15) 
IlVA 11 L;+,(R~) d c /If’11 z/i?(~o) k/-II ::,,w,. (5.16) 
To solve (5.14) we need to compute aA. By (5.7) 
and by (5.8) we have 
where 
ZE W\dD 
ZEaD. 
Moreover, by (5.16) 
II‘& 11 ;. ,(,$) s ’ llfll i!;,,, llfll i&D, (5.17) 
We construct 
B=B,+B, 
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Then B solves (5.14) if 
dB,=b [ ((i;.-)l(l))r2'lmct:ll~ 
dB, = _ e2ilm(kz)d,. 
Since (5.18) can be rewritten as 
- 
dB,=b [ ((rli)l(-))E-*'lm't~ll~ 
(5.18) 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
Lemma 5.2 gives the existence of B, and 
IIB,ll.~(,z2,6 C llfll~qm,r (5.21) 
IIVB, II L;,,(R2) < C( 1 + Ikl 1 llfll $&’ llfll ii:,,,‘. (5.22) 
Applying Lemma (5.1) and the estimate (5.17) to the equation (5.19), we 
get the existence of B, and 
IIB,II,~(.~)~~ ~l~2’1m(k=‘A’,ll~~+,(Rz) 
Q c IISII y&D) llfll &I’. 
Thus, (5.21) and (5.23) yield 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
To estimate IlVoll +I), it is enough to estimate Il&0ll+2, and 
ll&~ll L:CR2j. We estimate IlZjoll L;CR2j first. 
We begin by computing ZB,. By (5.7) and (5.18), 
; [B,] = _ e211m(k=) (i) f(Z), 
so 
i [B,] = -e2i’m(kr’f(z). 
Thus 
:B,=b c .pt~m~kr~f(z)l + 8, = - e2"m(kz) d,+ B,, (5.25) 
where 8, satisfies (by Lemma 5.2) 
118,lI &$) G c IV-II Y&D) IlSll i&J,. (5.26) 
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Hence 
II?%, II ,,J/$, < c 11.1‘11 :$y, IIJ‘II :;:,;D,. 
Applying Lemma 5.1 and (5.17) to (5.19) we get 
‘lZB,lI ,,$R2) 6 c’ 11.1‘11 :\$m, 11.1‘11 :;:,;n,. 
Now, since 
(5.27) 
(5.28) 
+e 
2~Imlkz)(~e2rImlkz) d,+ Bj)+e-2rIm(kz) ZB,) 
I; 1 = - p 
k 
2tImlk:bB + _ e 
k 
211m(k=)(~j + ZB,) 
and so, by (5.21) (5.23), (5.26), and (5.28), we have 
11~~11 f.j(RL) < c Ilf:I g,>, lfll :I:,;,,,. 
The estimate for l/&~/l ,,afR-,, is much easier than that for ll?~l! ,.J,+). Since 
by (5.14) 
& = i (2~ + ikc -2iIm(kz)B + p 2iImfk:) 2~) 
= ie2tIm(k:) B, 
and so, by (5.21) and (5.23), we have 
Ildoll La(&) 6 c llfll::&, 111‘11 &D,. 
5.2. The uniqueness for the solution to (5.1) follows directly from 
Lemma 5.1. We only need to prove the existence and the estimates (5.5) 
and (5.6) in the case that f~ C “(ZD). Suppose v satisfies (5.2). Then (5.7) 
implies 
[c](z)==, ZE~D, (5.29) 
.T 
and u is holomorphic in D and R2\D. It is well known [M] that the 
Cauchy integral 
(5.30) 
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represents such a function if we replace f(r) by 2f(s)/s and one verifies 
easily that 
V(Z)= -ij,,DfidT (5.31) 
solves (5.2). To obtain the estimates (5.5) and (5.6) we only need to prove 
that the same estimates hold for @J(Z). 
It is also well known [M] that the limiting values of @J(Z) on aD are 
given by 
f~f~@(Z)=@+(Td= +&&m(f), (5.32) 
ZED 
limit CD(Z)=W(T~)=~~(T~)-~.J~?(J). (5.33) 
2 - ro 
SEW 
where X is the Hilbert transform on aD, defined as follows: 
It is also well known that X is a unitary operator on L’(dD) CT]. Hence 
Ilo* II L’(m) 6 Il./-II LZ(dD)’ (5.35) 
Therefore 
II@11 L2(0) G c II@ + II L$m) G c IV-II L2(ED). 
To estimate II@11 L2CR2,Dj, we first estimate lI@lIL~~,C,r,~2~. From the 
Hadamard interpolation inequality in the L2 version we have 
IWII L.qlzl=y)G II@IIL2(IzI=y,) (logy2 - logY,/wgY2 - b!Yl) (htr - bY’)l(b3Y2 - hY’) II@)1 L2(,:, -y2) 
for 1 < yi < y < y2. (5.30) implies that, for y2 > 1, 
(5.36) 
II@11 L’(l-4 = Y2) < 27t I;qJ,l jaD v(T)l dT 
G J2n ,: _ y2( U-II L’(m). (5.37) 
Hence, if we set yi = 1 and y2 = 2 in (5.36), we conclude from (5.35), (5.36), 
and (5.37) that 
II@11 L2((,1 - ?) G (2x1 -(‘0gyM10g2 U-II f.+m) s IISII Lqm) 
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for 1 < y< 2, and thus 
II@11 L2(1< lil$Z) G c lIfllL2(JD,. 
Estimating II@11 r;(I-.l a *) is easier. Since for IzI > 2, 
(5.38) 
we have, 
IJwJ(,z,>*)= + l~l)~~dz A dF 
1 
% 
(Izl + l)*” 
12122 (I4 - I)* 
dz A dz 
> 
llSllt+x,) 
G c llfll &J). 
Now we come to establish the estimate (5.6) for 0. As before, we 
estimate II@11 H~(l 4 ,z, G2) and Il@lIH~+,(Izl 32) separately. 
Using standard elliptic estimates [C-P], we have 
ll@ll ffl(l <,-‘I <2,6 ctv- lLP(JD) + ll@llH”‘(lt~=2)). 
By interpolation, 
(5.39) 
Ilo- II f/m(aD) G II@ - II ;&D) II@ II ~:,,D)9 
and by Theorem 2.2 in [S-S], 
(5.4) 
IlWf)ll H’(m) G c llfll HVdD). 
This implies 
II@- II H’(m) G c Ml H’(m). 
Now, combining (5.40) with (5.41) and (5.35) gives 
II @ - II H’:z(JD) G c llfll $;JD, llfll ;f(JD). 
On {[z/=2}, we have &=O and 
(5.41) 
(5.42) 
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so, 
IIW f.q(zI = 2) G c llfll I.qw). 
From (5.37) we also have 
II@11 .2((zI = 2) 6 c llfllf.2(?0)~ 
Thus, 
II@IlH~‘(~r~=2,~C Ifl!Lq?D). (5.43) 
Inserting (5.42) and (5.43) into (5.39) gives 
II@11 //‘(I s I;1 6 2) 6 c IISII :j$,, llfll $,,D,. 
The estimate for l(Ol( Hi_ ,(,=, ~ 2, is similar to that for II@11 ,I+ ,,=, ~ 2,. We 
omit the details. 
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